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THE ASSOCIATION
From the President
Despite the media hype being all
about what a cold and wet summer we
are having, that has not been my
experience of it at all, although on our
hugely enjoyable excursion to study
the pre-Anglian drainage of the English
Midlands (GA two-day field meeting,
June 11-12; see page 17) we did have
to put up with some rain at the final
site and during our various journeys
home. This was a meeting for which
group transport was provided, in the
form of a minibus, in response to
members' requests. It was broadly
successful, although the usual problems with the lack of space for luggage in minibuses were all too evident
and the finances were somewhat marginal. I understand that it is an
experiment that will be repeated.
I hope I shall see a great many of
our local and affiliated groups represented at the meeting in Worcester
this coming September (9-10):
'Geoconservation for science and
society: an agenda for the 21st
Century'. This is another meeting that
shows a response to members' suggestions, in that it is being held outside London. The programmes for the
indoor meeting and for the field excursion are now established but there is
still time to register and there may be
openings for last-minute posters. At
the Worcester meeting we also anticipate the launch for the first GCR issue
to appear within the Proceedings, on
the topic of the Marine Devonian and
edited by Brian Leveridge. Not least
because I was responsible for editing
No. 7 in the GCR series, back in 1994,
I am delighted to see that GCR publication will be completed as issues
within the PGA. Which brings me to
comment on the truly phenomenal
progress that has been made with the
journal in 2011. I draw Council's
attention to Jim Rose's editorial that
appears in Part 3 for 2011, which documents the huge variety of material
now appearing, much of it of high significance. There is no longer any
grounds for concern about a
Quaternary take-over, since there are
Mesozoic and Tertiary topics in this
present volume, as well as the Marine
Devonian of course, with Part 5 being
devoted to the Isle of Wight. Coupled
with this is the recent news of the elevated citation-based impact factor rating for 2010 for the Proceedings,
which has leapt to 2.156, placing it
18th amongst Elsevier's 41 journals.
This is before the excellence of the
2011 volume has fed into the index.
The journal editor, Professor James
Rose, deserves enormous credit for
this outstanding progress. Let us hope
that the general gloom in terms of the
economy, which is certainly having an

effect on the publishing industry, does
not stand in the way of consolidation
and, dare we hope, even further
advancements of this sort.
On a gloomier note, I felt obliged to
write to the Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs,
Ms Caroline Spelman, concerning the
very serious omission from the recent
white paper on the natural environment, in terms of the total lack of
mention of non-biological nature and,
in particular, of geology or geomorphology. This is an extraordinary
oversight, not least because I, and I
know many others (including GA members), completed the online consultation procedure in response to the consultation white paper 'An Invitation to
shape the Nature of England', in which
geology and geomorphology received
not a single mention (although soil
was mentioned once). Clearly we were
ignored. Many of you will have seen
the critical letter in the Guardian (16
June) from Dr Murray Gray, a recognized expert in the field of
Geoconservation and Geodiversity and
a speaker at our Worcester meeting. I
was able to quote from Dr Gray that
"no sensible management of the natural environment can occur without an
understanding of both biological and
physical processes. We need to move
away from nature management
focused largely on species and habitats to one involving an integrated
approach to managing physical and
ecological processes and systems." I
invited Ms Spelman to attend our
meeting in Worcester, or send a representative; at the time of writing I am
still awaiting a response to my letter.

David Bridgland
Report from Council
This report covers the June and July
Council meetings and the activities of
the General Secretary. There was no
Council Meeting in August.
I would like to introduce myself. I
am your newly-elected General
Secretary. I have been a member of
the GA since 1993, on the Council for
two terms, from 2005-2009, and from
May 2010. I had a year off to complete the GA Guide No. 68 on The
Geology of London. I am the GA representative on the London Geodiversity
Partnership. I may be a familiar face
to those of you who attend the London
meetings as I have been taking names
of those who want to sign up for the
GA Field Meetings.
Plans for the 2011 Festival of
Geology to be held on Saturday 5th
November are well under way. As in
previous years it will take place at
University College, London and we
have organised three interesting talks.
Details of these and the Field Meetings
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on Sunday 6th are detailed on pp.5 &
6.
The GA Two-day Meeting on 9th and
10th September “Geoconservation for
Science and Society: an agenda for
the 21st century” was advertised in
the June GA Magazine. Please note
that the closing date for registration of
1st August is now past but if you
missed it, there will be a few places
for registration on the day. Contact
the GA office for updates.
The Publications Committee reported
on the excellent progress with PGA
and Council congratulated Jim Rose on
the achievement. Our contract with
Elsevier is due to expire in 2013 and a
sub-committee has been set up to
start planning a new contract for the
PGA.
We are delighted to announce that
Dr Jonathan Larwood has agreed to
take on the role of "GA Archivist" following up on the recent work that he
has accomplished on the GA Carreck
Archive. Some of you may have seen
the conservation work so far achieved
on the photographic archives at the
last GA Festival in 2010.
In 2008 our former President,
Danielle Schreve, worked with Council
to establish a number of new Research
Awards for GA Members. All the
awards are detailed on the website
and applications from GA members
(including students) are invited.
Please note that there are two deadlines annually, 15th September and
15th February. Full details and application forms are on the GA website:
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk.
Council is working on updating our
Rules to include these details and they
will be published on the website alongside the existing rules in due course.
Nominations for the Halstead Medal
and Henry Stopes Award are invited
from Members. Although it is a long
way off, it is also already time to start
thinking about nominations for the
new Council. The deadline for nominations is 30th November so that the
awards can be presented and new
Council Members elected at the AGM
in May.
Council discussed the issue of safety
on field meetings and it was decided
that in future a notice on Safety
should be sent to participants to
remind them to look carefully at any
risks or hazards involved and to notify
the office of any medical condition that
might be a potential problem. Council
agreed that the GA has the right to
limit or refuse attendance at field
meetings, if, in the opinion of the field
meetings secretary and field meeting
leader, participants are not able to
safely participate in any aspect of the
field meeting.

Diana Clements
3

October Meeting
Galician Rias and the Impact of Man
Graham Evans (Ocean and Earth
Sciences, University of Southampton) and
Richard J. Howarth (Earth Sciences,
University College London)
Friday October 7 2011
Society of Antiquaries, *
Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W1V 0JU
at 6.00 pm, tea at 5.30 pm.
The rias of the coast of north-western
Spain are elongate inlets cut into
Precambrian and Palaeozoic igneous and
metamorphic rocks. The term was first
introduced into the scientific literature by
the German geographer and geologist,
Baron Ferdinand von Richtofen (18031905) in 1886, for a particular type of
coastal inlet, as exemplified by those of
the Galician coastline (Fig. 1). They were
formed by the drowning of the lower

courses of local rivers during the post-glacial rise of sea-level. Today they are
mesotidal (2-4 m range) marine inlets
which are estuarine in their inner parts;
however, the estuarine zone can extend
seawards during periods of high river discharge.
Currently, they are being infilled to varying degrees by small rivers which drain a
heavily vegetated hinterland. Small deltas
have formed in the inner parts of the rias.
Salt marshes, wide mudflats and sandflats
cut by estuarine channels are exposed at
low tide. Seawards of the bay-head
deltas, the floors of the rias are covered
with fine-grained sediment and narrow
sandy beach deposits fringe other parts of
the shoreline. Near the entrance, carbonate-rich sands and gravels rich in calcareous algae occur.
Owing to upwelling on the adjacent shelf,
the rias are areas of high productivity and
their fine-grained sediments contain 45% organic carbon. There is abundant

evidence of the production of biogenic
gas. It can be shown by statistical mixture-modelling that although the geochemistry of the bottom sediments can be
partially explained by the supply of local
rivers, there is also clear evidence of
anthropogenic influence.
Since the last decades of the 20th Century
the population around the margins of the
rias, particularly those of the major rias
such as the Ria de Vigo, has increased
markedly; industrial development has
occurred with associated development of
roads, bridges, airports, etc. In addition,
there has been the construction of dams.
More importantly, there has been a great
increase in mariculture, especially the cultivation of mussels suspended from rafts .
These changes have affected, and are
recorded in, the sediments accumulating
on the floors of the rias.
*Note venue
*

*Note Venue of meeting

November Meeting
Friday 4 - Local Groups meeting, Saturday 5 - Festival of Geology at UCL,
Sunday 6- Festival Field Trips

December Meeting
The Star-Crossed Stone
Ken McNamara
University of Cambridge
Friday December 2 2011
Society of Antiquaries, *
Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W1V 0JU
at 6.00 pm, tea at 5.30 pm.

On a March day in 1887 the skeletons of a young woman and a child
were found on top of a windswept hill
in southern England where they had
lain in their shallow grave for about
4,000 years. Little would be remembered today about this discovery were
it not for one very strange feature of
the burial. Nestling close to the very
fragile bones were hundreds of fossil
sea urchins.
Since that day archaeologists have
excavated many graves that contain
fossil sea urchins. Such discoveries,
along with the recovery of fossil
urchins from many other types of
archaeological excavations throughout
much of Europe, the Near East and
northern Africa, have revealed that
people have been collecting fossils for
an extraordinarily long period of time.
For the last three hundred years or
so most people have accepted the view
that such fossils represent the petrified
remains of animals that once lived millions of years ago. But what did these
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prehistoric collectors make of them?
Sports of the Devil? Gifts from the
Gods? Why did they bother to collect
them? And more importantly, what
drove them to so often bury them with
their dead?
In this talk I will explore what Norse
mythology tells us about the Vikings'
association of fossil urchins with hand
axes; what drove people 5,000 years
ago to construct a burial chamber, 20
metres in diameter, for the sole purpose of placing a single fossil urchin in
a box at its centre; why a Roman

Acheulian hand axe about 400,000 years old
from Swanscombe, Kent with a fossil urchin
(Conulus)

Emperor's and an ancient Egyptian
priest's lives were both touched by fossil urchins; why, 10,000 years ago,
people in the eastern Mediterranean
region apparently viewed these fossils
as fertility symbols; and what prompted a Mediaeval church-builder in
England to frame a window with a collection of fossil urchins.
Engraving of a mother and child found in a
Bronze Age grave with hundreds of fossil
urchins, from near Dunstable

*Note Venue of meeting
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Festival of Geology
2011
Preparations for our annual
Festival of Geology are well
and truly under way.
This is the major event in the
GA Calendar.
Entry is free and open to all, with something for all ages, so please do bring along friends
and family and join in a weekend of geological events.
On Saturday 5th November at UCL there will be exhibits
from our Local Societies, demonstrations. A special
series of four lectures will take place throughout
the day in the Gustave Tuck Lecture Theatre.
The times of the talks will be on our web site.
The Discovery room will host a range of
activities. Rockwatch our club for young
geologists, will be racing trilobites, making
plaster cast fossils, sifting sand for fossils
and much more. Also a golden opportunity to
get your finds identified. UCL Museums and
Collections will have objects for handling and there is
an opportunity to visit the newly re-opened Grant
Museum, holding zoology and palaeontology specimens.
The Print Room cafe will be open throughout the day
Field trips will take place on the Sunday, 6th
November, so please see our web site and
page 6 for details. You will be able to sign
up for these at the Festival.
Once again we will be running our
Photographic competition with cash prizes,
see page 16 for details. This year we have
added a new category of "people's choice" so
come along and judge for yourselves.

How to get there
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GA Festival of Geology 2011
Make a weekend of it by extending the GA Festival to Sunday 6th November
by joining one of the four Trips. Non-GA Members and Beginners welcome.

1.London Building Stones Walk led by Eric Robinson
We are delighted that Eric Robinson has agreed to lead another of his
Building Stone walks for us. This walk will begin at the Queen Elizabeth II
Conference Centre, Parliament Square and will concentrate on that area.
Meet at 10.30 outside QEIICC building (Westminster Underground). The
walk will be around 1 ½ hours.
2. The Thames in Central London led by David Bridgland
The walk starts at the Tower of London and continues along the Embankment to finish in Trafalgar
Square. It will combine observations of building stones, foreshore exposures and deposits, as well
as knowledge of the evolution of the river and what has been found in its deposits that underlie
nearby parts of the city.
David Bridgland is the current President of the GA and an expert in
the evolution of the Thames. Meet at 2 pm at the main entrance to
the Tower of London (Tower Hill Underground). The walk will take
around 3 hours.

3. Mr Kipling's exceedingly fine rocks, field trip to East Sussex led by Graham Williams
Mr Kipling's exceedingly fine house is built of exceedingly fine (to medium grained) sandstone.
We study this sandstone "in the wild" where it exhibits exceedingly fine sedimentary structures,
and "in captivity" where we will appreciate why Rudyard Kipling said 'That's She! The Only She!
Make an honest woman of her - quick!' the first time he saw 17th C Bateman's house in the wooded landscape of the Sussex Weald. And there can be little doubt that he was influenced by the
gorgeous mellow golden glow of the Sussex Sandstone from which Bateman's is built.
Two 1km walks with a picnic lunch. The trip
is car based. We visit Harrison's Rocks,
Eridge Rocks and Bateman's (National
Trust). Meet Harrison's Rocks 10 am.

4. Mullard Space Laboratory
Text from Sarah Stafford at the GA office
To register for any of the above trips please send a cheque for £5 to Sarah Stafford at the GA Office, The
Geologists' Association, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0DU. Please include your name, postal and
email addresses and telephone numbers (including mobiles). Also an emergency phone number where different.
State which trip you are wishing to attend. It would also be very useful to know if you would be willing to give a
lift if required,or whether you require a lift.
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GA Trip: Introduction to the geology of France
7th - 19th April 2011
This is the first part of the GA's coach tour to France in
April 2011. The key aim was to introduce as wide a variety of geology as possible on an essentially circular tour
starting at Caen and finishing at St. Malo. The trip included recent volcanism, impact structures, high grade metamorphic terrains and Jurassic stratigraphic type sections.

sandstone. It is capped by a pebbly sandstone marking a
Quaternary marine platform with a raised beach deposit
and finally by 1-2 m of brownish loess (limons des
plateaux) derived from windblown dust of Pleistocene
(Weichselian) age. This latter deposit extends over much
of the Calvados Plateau.

Arrival in France
Thursday 7th April

The trip continued with a drive along the coast road
passing large level fields underlain by the almost flat
lying Jurassic. This area had been recommended as a
possible invasion site by the late Prof W B R King as early
as 1943 because of the ease of constructing temporary
airfields to provide local air support, although the loess
gave rise to dust problems at some of these as well as
causing difficulties with tank trafficability. A further trip
to the beach at Arromanches-les-Bains gave a view of a
cliff in a Middle Bathonian succession of repeated cycles
of grey marls capped by white limestones. The limestones become more dominant upwards and finally pass
into the St Pierre du Mont Limestone Formation and the
whole succession is interpreted as that of a rapidly subsiding outer marine platform. Lunch was taken in
Arromanches, providing an opportunity to see the
remains of the Mulberry Harbour "B", now largely confined to the large Phoenix caissons that formed the outer
breakwaters, but unfortunately the large D-Day Museum
followed the normal French practice of closing at this time
of day so was not available. The afternoon was spent in

With starting points in Hereford, Guildford and locally in
Portsmouth, the party finally assembled on board our
coach in time to test the facilities at the newly opened
cross-channel ferry terminal. After some teething problems with the new systems we were soon aboard the MV
Mont St Michel en route to France, passing the rather
poignant sight of HMS Ark Royal being slowly eased into
what will surely be her final berth before her journey to
the scrapyard. The sea was calm and the weather fine as
we passed down The Solent, providing us with a splendid
view of the Hampshire Basin from the Chalk of the South
Downs to the Isle of Wight. We arrived at Ouistreham in
the dark and were soon at the Novotel in Caen, the first
of eight hotels used on the trip.
The Normandy Beaches
Friday 8th April.
After an early start we made our way to the Normandy
beaches and arrived at St Aubin-sur-Mer to find the tide
well out and conditions very similar to those that had
occurred at about the same time on D-Day when the area
had formed part of Juno Beach that had been attacked by
the 3rd Canadian Infantry Division (see Itinerary II of GA
Guide 64). In particular the view along the extensive
foreshore gave a strong impression of what a large operation this must have been. Two small cliffs in Upper
Bathonian limestones provided us with our first taste of
geology. The site is listed as a Réserve Naturelle
Géologique (the French equivalent of a SSSI) so hammers
were not allowed but being a coastal site there were
plenty of loose fossils to be collected from blocks on the
beach. The succession is similar to that in the UK but is
very condensed showing evidence of hardground and
beds cut out by the arrival of a cross-bedded calcareous

Party leaving beach at Arromanches with Mulberry harbour remains in
background Photo IC

Bayeux viewing the story of yet another invasion, this
time of England by William the Conqueror in 1066, as
shown in the Bayeux tapestry which is on display in its

Middle Jurassic (Bathonian) succession in cliffs at Arromanches
Photo IC

Invasion boat (1066 style) at Bayeux Photo IC
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own museum and can also be viewed scene by scene online at www.bayeuxtapestry.org.uk/. Presumably
William did not have the benefit of geological advice for
his landing site. However he did make use of a suitable
beach in Pevensey Bay and Scene 20 shows his fleet
pulled up on the shore.
The day was rounded off by a drive down the
D572/D972 from Bayeux to St-Lô during which we passed
from the Jurassic of the Paris Basin, marked by large flat
arable fields and buildings in a typical creamy limestone,
onto the basement of the Armorican Massif, marked by
small fields, deep valleys, dairy farming, and harder darker building stones. This is the area of the infamous
bocage that caused great problems in the 1944 Normandy
campaign. Finally at St- Lô we had the first sight of PreCambrian (Brioverian) basement schists in the cliffs below
the medieval ramparts. The town was 95% destroyed
during the Normandy campaign and proposals were made
to leave the ruins as a monument to WW II but fortunately for us these were not acted upon and we were soon
ensconced in the comfortable Mercure Centre Hotel.
La Suisse Normande
Saturday 9th April
Driving ESE from St Lô, we moved from Precambrian
Brioverian into the Suisse Normande, a unique area
where the River Orne cuts its way in a series of tight
meanders down through a Cambro-Ordovician succession
to the Precambrian below.
Industrially, from 1875-1967, it was an area of intensive iron ore mining, the Ordovician sedimentary iron ores
representing the richest deposits in the whole of France.
Our first stop was a visit to the Museum of Natural
Resources of Normandy (Les Fosses d'Enfer) at St. Rémy
dedicated to the lives and times of the local iron ore miners. Museum curator, Frédérique Beaudouin, gave us an
excellent guided tour which included a geological time line
at the Museum entrance suitably illustrated by a
Stegosaurus sculpture and local rock types including the
famous iron ore.

dipping Cretaceous successions of the western Paris
Basin. Motorways efficiently moved us around Le Mans
and Tours before we arrived after a long journey at the
Kyriad Hotel in Chateauroux.
To the edge of the Massif Central
Sunday 10th April
Our route from Chateauroux was south-east along the
D943 to Montluçon and then the D1244 towards Clermont
Ferrand. Our first indication of a major geological change
was the church at Larequille where a fine-grained granite
was the main building stone with various migmatites and
gneisses being used as car park markers.
All these rocks were locally derived from the Variscan
basement formed during the closure of the Rheic Ocean
(350 - 280 Ma) and the subsequent regional metamorphism at depth within the orogenic belt. With rising temperatures and pressures, gneisses with both muscovite
and biotite are generated which give way with increasing
grade to those with biotite and sillimanite. Migmatites
containing both cordierite and sillimanite are formed close
to the melting point as are upwardly mobile diapirs of
anatectic granite.
It is upon this basement complex that the volcanism of
the past 10 Ma has developed and produced the Chaîne
des Puys, our main focus for the next part of our tour.
After Larequille, the next major town was St Eloy les
Mines, which as its name suggests, was once an important mining area exploiting the Coal Measures aligned
along the Sillon Houiller fracture zone which cuts through
the basement. This formed at the very end of the orogeny
and forms the western boundary to our high grade metamorphic rocks.
Close to Pont de Menat where the D2144 meets the
Gorges du Sioule, pink migmatites with a strong foliation
of biotite mica were collected in roadside crags. Moving
along the D915 towards Ebreuil, sillimanite was seen in
banded gneisses indicating a rising metamorphic grade.
Beyond a short road tunnel, steep crags of porphyritic
microgranite, were spectacularly exposed. Here a vertical
dolerite dyke was clearly visible in the middle of the former quarry face while, within the light grey granite itself,
xenoliths of both schist and microdiorite were present.
The River Sioule, flowing north-east along the gorge,
has cut deeply into the basement as the Tertiary Limagne

Stegosaurus sculpture at St Remy mining museum

Photo LF

More time could have been spent at St. Remy but we
needed to move on south to experience the picturesque
side of the Suisse Normande. A stop was made at the
Roche d'Oëtre, a steep escarpment of Arenig (Lower
Ordovician) purple conglomerates, part of the 'Grès
Armoricain', which overlooked the sharply incised meanders of the River Orne.
A relaxing lunch stop was made in Argentan, famous
for its lacemaking, before moving on across the gently-
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Vertical dolerite dyke (at right) within Variscan granite, Gorges du
Sioule Photo CE
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Basin to the east, into which it flows, has been progressively lowered by erosion. Our next stop after lunch was
within the Limagne Basin itself. Here a small museum,
Rhinopolis, in Gannat allowed us to see an impressive collection of Tertiary fossils derived from the Upper
Oligocene limestones and ostracod-bearing marls. The
area is still active in limestone extraction and new finds
are regularly made.
From Gannat, the A71 motorway took us south to
Clermont Ferrand and a two-night stay at the Inter Hôtel
des Puys in the heart of its historic centre.
Monday 11th April
Chaîne des Puys
From our hotel window looking west, over the large
nave of Clermont Ferrand's cathedral, a line of volcanic
hills, the Chaîne des Puys, formed an impressive backdrop
to the city. First stop was a former puozzolane (scoria)
quarry, protected since 1970, within the Puy de
Lemptégy. The quarrying operation through the various
pyroclastics had exposed the full extent of its complex
history. The site is now a major tourist attraction with a
very well presented geological trail.
The oldest, reddish-weathering, scoria deposits are
30,000 years old and are succeeded by black pyroclastics
of very similar age. Later events emanating from the Puy
du Côme (pyroclastic fall 16ka) and Puy Chopine (pyroclastic flow 9.5 ka) are well seen at the top of the quarry
faces.

Key features seen included the former central vents of
the Lemptégy volcanoes and their associated radial dykes.
Large volcanic bombs, weighing up to 60 tonnes, and
associated with the black scoria deposits, formed impressive exhibits along the trail.
After surviving a French audio-visual experience which
could be entitled 'Trouble at Mine', the party moved on to
the Gare de Volvic (Puy de la Nugère) close to the source
of the famous mineral water. Here bedded pyroclastics in
a disused quarry, up to 70 m thick, from the maar phase
of activity recently dated at 10,900 years BP, formed an
impressive quarry face. Its deep connections through to
the upper mantle and lower crust were evident from the
peridotite nodules
and charnockite
clasts scattered on
the slopes.
The Variscan
basement was
clearly underlying
the area at shallow
depths and further
peridotite nodules,
granite gneisses
and migmatites
were found in the
Strombolian scoria
cone deposits at
Puy Guettard at
the northern end
of the Chaîne des
Radial dyke within Lemptégy volcano
Puys. Just north of
Photo POR
this quarry is the
village of Beaunit where a low roadside quarry exposes an
earlier maar phase with further upper mantle and lower
crustal clasts. Bomb sag impact structures were clearly
seen within these deposits.
The coach then travelled east, descending down an
impressive escarpment which forms the edge of the horst
block, and onto the Limagne plain and another night in
Clermont Ferrand.

View across the Lemptégy quarry with its pyroclastic sections
Photo PO

Paul Olver
Dave Greenwood
Connie Edser
Lorraine Fletcher
Iris Calderbank

Photographs by initials of authors in
captions

Group close to the central vents of Lemptégy Crater Photo IC
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Evening Lecture June 2011
Reconstructing in-channel conditions from sedimentary and
bedrock bedforms in fluvial environments.
Dr Andrew Wilson, University of Liverpool
Geology has always been an observational science and has often
advanced when someone decides to
look more closely at an everyday
phenomenon. This certainly applies
to Dr Andy Wilson who has examined the processes affecting the erosion of bedrock and large boulders in
fast flowing mountain streams. The
talk encompassed part of ongoing
work by the speaker at the
University of Liverpool that covers
erosional and depositional aspects of
fluvial systems - with clear implications for oil exploration.
Fieldwork - Observations from a
natural setting.
The research area lies in Taiwan,
chosen for its very high rainfall due
to frequent typhoons and for the
continual uplift due to the interaction
of the Philippine and Eurasia plates.
The typhoons produce variable conditions with very high flow rates
(water depths up to 10 m) interspersed with periods of low flow that
expose the channel bedrock and
allow the river bed to be examined
in detail. In this setting sculptured
erosional forms are found on
bedrock and large boulders in which
the stoss (upstream) sides show
similar upstream facing convex surfaces (UFCS) whilst the lee sides are
more variable and may be flat or
concave. Detailed examination
reveals important differences, with
the stoss side showing a rough pitted surface and the lee side being
more polished so that the stoss side
is generally lighter in colour, similar
to the variation seen between unpolished and polished surfaces of the
same building stone. The explanation is that erosion on the stoss side
is due to abrasion by bed-load (pebbles and cobbles) impact. In contrast the lee side is eroded by the
suspended load impact of sand particles in eddies during flood conditions. Another key observation is
that the crest between stoss and lee
sides is always perpendicular to the
direction of flow. Metal targets
emplaced at suitable locations had
allowed a sequence of laser scans to
be made to gain some measure of
the rate and distribution of erosion,
but attempts to place other instru-
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ments in the rivers had failed due to
the violence of the storm surges.
Experimental Work Investigating the controls on the
formation of bedforms.
Dr Wilson outlined two lines of
experimental work. The first was a
series of trials in which spherical
quartz bodies were dropped onto a
flat marble surface under controlled
conditions. This revealed that the
initial impact created a pit in the
target rock surrounded by a circular
raised area due to quasi-plastic
deformation coupled with a series of
radial cracks. No erosion took place
at this stage and it was found that
more than 60 impacts were needed
before the deformed surface failed
and material was lost which led to a
lowering of the surface. This was an
entirely new line of research and the
only previous work in this area had
been an investigation into the effects
of sand-blasting on metal surfaces
where it had been found that initially
the surface takes up matter by particles becoming imbedded in the target surface, before losing mass due
to erosion. The second line of
enquiry involved flume experiments
in which a squared block was subjected to repeated bombardment by
pebble and cobble sized bedload.
This showed that the square edges
of a target were first removed until
a uniform rounded surface was produced after which the cross-sectional
profile remained in a steady state.
Tests with two lithologies under different conditions had shown that the
final profile, although very similar in
all experiments, varied with target
shape and bedload size producing a
series of diagnostic shapes and the
steady state profile was achieved at
different rates with different
strengths of the eroding and target
materials.
Applications.
The ability to understand and quantify present day bedrock profiles has
clear implications for the study of
similar features in the past. For
example, Dr Wilson showed a photograph of deep Toroko Gorge in the
Karoo Liwu River of Taiwan where
sculptured forms that had developed

at the side of the river were well
preserved in the walls. These varied
with the height of the gorge wall and
were clearly related to the flow conditions at the time of formation,
raising the possibility of using such
features as evidence for climatic
conditions in the past.
Although the lecture was devoted to
river systems, many of the audience
found that this was a somewhat
"dry" topic. Nevertheless Dr Wilson
delivered it in a clear and concise
manner and he is to be congratulated for opening up a whole new line
of research on a topic that we have
probably all seen in our travels but
failed to investigate.

Dave Greenwood.
There is an interesting diagram (which
he showed on one slide) covering the
work of the Liverpool STRAT group at
http://www.liv.ac.uk/strat/Current%20
Research.htm

Open House
17th September 2011
The Geological Society will
be open to the public from
10.00-5.00 pm for tours of
their Burlington House
apartments. All the other
societies in Burlington
House will also be open to
visitors.
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CIRCULAR No. 988 September 2011
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR FIELD
MEETINGS
ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS Geoff Swann organises day and
weekend meetings in the UK. Michael Ridd is responsible for
overseas and longer excursions. Sarah Stafford at the GA
office is responsible for bookings, payments and general administration.
You must book through the GA office to confirm attendance.
Please do not contact the field meeting leader directly. Meeting
times and locations will be confirmed on booking. These are not
normally advertised in advance, as there have been problems
with members turning up without booking or paying and maximum numbers being exceeded. Field meetings are open to nonmembers although attendance by non-members is subject to a
£5 surcharge on top of the normal administration fee.Some
meetings may have restrictions on age (especially for under 16s)
or be physically demanding. If you are uncertain, please ask.
PAYMENTS for day and weekend meetings must be made
before attending any field meeting. Cheques should be made out
to Geologists 'Association Field Meetings. If making multiple
bookings, please enclose a separate cheque for each meeting
unless you have first confirmed that there are places available.
A stamped addressed envelope is appreciated. Please give a
contact telephone number and, if possible, an email address and
provide the names of any other persons that you are including
in your booking. PLEASE ALSO PROVIDE AN EMERGENCY
CONTACT NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER AT THE TIME
OF BOOKING.
There are separate arrangements for overseas meetings.
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA
office to arrange for another member to provide a lift or col-

FIELD MEETINGS IN 2011
We are hoping to arrange additional fossil
collecting opportunities during the year.
There may not be time to advertise these in
the Circular so if you would like details when
they become available contact Sarah
Stafford at the GA office.

lect you from the nearest railway station. This service cannot
be guaranteed, but please ask before booking.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided
but personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the
participant. Further details are available on request from the
GA office.
SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY. SHOULD YOU BE
UNSURE ABOUT EITHER THE RISKS INVOLVED OR YOUR
ABILITY TO PARTICIPATE, YOU MUST SEEK ADVICE FROM
THE GA OFFICE BEFORE BOOKING. PLEASE MAKE SURE
THAT YOU STUDY THE RISK ASSESSMENT PREPARED FOR
ALL GA FIELD MEETINGS AND THAT YOU HAVE ALL THE
SAFETY EQUIPMENT SPECIFIED. YOU MUST DECLARE, AT
THE TIME OF BOOKING, ANY DISABILITIES OR MEDICAL
CONDITIONS THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR ABILITY TO
ATTEND A FIELD MEETING SAFELY. YOU MAY BE ASKED TO
PROVIDE FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANY PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS ETC THAT YOU MAY USE WHILST ATTENDING A
FIELD MEETING. IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF
ALL PARTICIPANTS, THE GA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT OR REFUSE ATTENDANCE AT FIELD MEETINGS.
EMERGENCY CONTACT: if you are lost or late for the start
of a meeting, an emergency contact is available during UK field
meetings by calling the GA mobile phone (07724 133290).
PLEASE NOTE THIS NEW NUMBER. The mobile phone will only
be switched on just before and during field meetings. For routine enquiries please call the GA office on the usual number.
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail
agent for ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in
field meetings. All flights are ATOL protected by the Civil
Aviation Authority (see GA Circular No. 942, October 2000 for
further details). Field meetings of more than 24 hours duration
or including accommodation are subject to the Package Travel
Regulations 1992. The information provided does not constitute
a brochure under these Regulations.

ideas.
The trip will involve a walk of 6 miles in
total, with a traverse along a pebble foreshore and return over the cliffs.Attendees
should be sure they are capable of this walk.
Equipment: Bring a hard hat and stout
footwear as the trip will involve standing
adjacent to high cliffs and walking along stony
beaches. Bring a packed lunch.

PLEASE ALSO REFER TO OUR WEB SITE
(http://www.geologistsassociation.org.uk)
FOR ANY CHANGES TO THE PROGRAMME
AND FOR FINALISED DATES

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
25. Further details will be available from
Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register
with Sarah sending an administration fee of
£5 per person to confirm your place.

PRE-GLACIAL AND GLACIAL DEPOSITS
OF NORTH NORFOLK - PART 2
Leaders: Dr Jonathan Lee and Dr Emrys
Phillips (BGS)
Saturday 10th September 2011

A CHALK WALK ON THE CABURN BLOCK,
LEWES
Leader: Rory Mortimer
Saturday 15th October 2011

This a follow-up to the successful 2010
Field Excursion to West Runton. The trip will
examine: (1) Early Pleistocene shallow marine
'Crag' deposits; (2) the highly-deformed glacial succession which includes evidence for
several ice-marginal osciallations of the
Middle Pleistocene British Ice Sheet; (3) multiple episodes of periglacial activity; and (4)
the geomorphology of ice-marginal retreat.
Attendees are actively encouraged to examine the sections and put forward their own

This walk will be to the Mount Caburn Pits,
Lewes (see GA Guide No.57 The Chalk of
Sussex and Kent, Itinerary 1). We will spend
the morning in the pit and on a short walk
around Malling Hill past New Pit. In the afternoon we will walk to Mt Caburn via the
Glyndebourne Pits. Each walk will be about 23 km of relatively easy downland walking but
will require good walking boots! Attendees will
need to be sure they can safely cope with the
conditions to be found in quarries.
Equipment: Hard hat and hi vis jacket are
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mandatory. Wear suitable footwear. Packed
lunches.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
20. Further details will be available from
Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register
with Sarah sending an administration fee of
£5 per person to confirm your place.
FOSSILFEST VII
Leader: Nev Hollingworth
Saturday 12th November 2011
Location(s) have still to be decided but plenty of fossils can be expected. Attendees will
need to be sure they can safely cope with the
conditions to be found in working quarries.
Equipment: You must have a hard hat, hi vis
vest and suitable footwear.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
25. Register with Sarah Stafford at the GA
office sending an administration fee of £5 to
confirm your place.

LOOKING AHEAD TO 2012
The Geology of Early Middlesex Churches
Leader: Prof John Potter
Saturday 12th May 2012
This a full day excursion to a range of early
Middlesex churches particularly for the benefit of John's regular attendees. The limited
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range of unusual building stones available for
early builders in stone in the London Basin will
be examined. We are hoping to arrange a
coach with at least two pick up points starting
in central London. This will avoid problems
with large numbers of cars.
Equipment: Bring a quality lens and binoculars. Packed or pub lunch.
Cost & booking: Numbers may be limited
depending on whether coach travel is possible.
The attendance fee is also dependent on the
final arrangements. Further details will be
available from Sarah Stafford at the GA
office.

OVERSEAS TRIPS 2011
Japan
Leaders: Dr Francis Hirsch, Dr Mike Ridd,
Mrs Mikiko Ridd
Plans are progressing well for this field
meeting in November 2011. It will commence
in Kyoto and make its way across the island of
Honshu to the JapanSea and then back across
Honshu, the Inland Sea and the island of
Tokushima, before taking the bullet train to
Mount Fuji and finally Tokyo.

2012
VISIT ALL FIVE ACTIVE ITALIAN VOLCANOES!
11th April to 25th April 2012
Leaders: Dr Paul Olver and Dr Derek Rust
The party will be initially meeting up in
Naples where the group will be staying in
Sorrento as a base for a visit to Vesuvius,
including the Volcanological Observatory and
various key exposures, and to the site of
Pompeii destroyed by the AD 79 eruption.
The tour will also visit active Solfatara and
the Phlegraean Fields including Cuma and the
Lake Averno area. Our final day in the Naples
area will take us out to the beautiful volcanic
island of Ischia which last erupted in 1302.
The party will then transfer by coach to
Sicily and a hotel in picturesque Taormina.
From here the older lavas of the early Etna in
Palagonia and Acicastello will be studied
alongside a full day's visit to Etna itself led
by staff from the University of Catania which
will focus on the neotectonics and recent
eruptions of this shield volcano.
After transfer to Milazzo the party will
travel by hydrofoil to the island of Lipari, our
base for the study of the Aeolian Islands.
Outcrops on Lipari itself including early rhyodacites, rhyolitic domes and the famous Lipari
Obsidian will be studied on our arrival. Full
day visits are then planned to both Vulcano,
the home of the Roman God of Fire and the
'original' volcano, and to Stromboli which
uniquely shows almost continuous volcanic
activity. We shall then return to Naples via
Palermo and ferry boat prior to visiting
Herculaneum and spending a final two days in
Rome for some welcome relaxation from all
things volcanic!
It is hoped that the costs of all accommodation, entrance fees and transport within
Italy will be kept to just under £2000-00 per
person. Single room accommodation will be
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available and also the option of joining the
tour by train rather than by direct flight to
Naples.
Interested members are asked to notify
Sarah at the office. For more details please
contact Paul Olver on 01432 761693 or email:
paulolver @ hotmail.com
Canadian Rockies
Mid-June to early-July 2012
This field meeting will be led by Prof. Dick
Moody with assistance from local Canadian
geologists. It is provisionally planned to fly to
Vancouver, and the coach itinerary will include
Vancouver Island, Whistler, Kamloops,
Golden, Walcott Quarry, Lake Louise, Banff
and Calgary. A highlight will be the dinosaurs
of the Drumheller Museum, as well as the
geology of the Drumheller area. The trip is
expected to last 18 days, and from Calgary
the party will return to London. The estimated cost will be £3200. Members interested in
participating should contact Sarah at the GA
office.
Field Meeting in Turkey
Provisional date: September 2012
Leaders: Dr Rob Westaway (The Open
University) and Dr David Bridgland
(DurhamUniversity)
Local guides: Professor Ali Seyrek and Dr
Tuncer
Demir
(Harran
University,
Sanliurfa, Turkey)
The field meeting will take place in centralsouthern and southeastern Turkey, starting
and finishing at Antakya (the ancient city of
Antioch) on the NE corner of the
Mediterranean Sea. It is planned to be an 8day meeting, staying at hotels in Antakya,
Osmaniye, Gölbasi, Sanliurfa and Diyarbakir.
Osmaniye, The party will be limited to 24
members and will travel in minibuses. The
field meeting will cover Quaternary fluvial
sequences, active faulting, folding and landscape development, Neogene and Quaternary
volcanism, and bedrock geology, and will also
provide an opportunity to visit key archaeological and historical sites.
Estimated cost per participant (subject to
possible exchange rate fluctuations and subject to specific price quotations for minibus
hire and accommodation): £700. This will
include transport, all meals, admission fees to
archaeological sites, and overnight accommodation for the night preceding the start of
the trip and nights 1-8 inclusive. Participants
will be required to arrange their own return
travel from the UK to Antakya and to pay for
their own visas (UK passport holders can buy
these on arrival in Turkey). A return ticket
from a British airport to HatayAirport (the
airport for Antakya) via Turkish Airlines can
at present be bought for less than £350 if
purchased well in advance.
Those interested in participating in this trip
should contact Sarah at the GA office.

GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION
LOCAL GROUPS
Amateur Geological Society
September 13 Amber - Dr Chris Duffin,
October 11 Corals - Dr Ken Johnson.
November 8 The Frank Stokes Memorial
Lecture, Minerals and the Microscope - Dave
Greenwood.
November 26 AGS Mineral and Fossil Bazaar ,
St Mary's Church, Hendon Lane, Finchley.
December 13 Organic Matter, meteorites,
and life in the Solar System - Prof. Mark
Sephton.
Contact Meetings: Julia Daniels 020 8346
1056; Dave Greenwood agsfinchley@sky.com
Field trips: john.wong@hertscc.gov.uk
Cambridgeshire Geology Club
Contact - Ken Rolfe on 01480 496973, mobile
07777 678685. www.cambridgeshiregeologyclub.org.uk
Dorset Local Group
Contact Doreen Smith 01300 320811.
Email: Heldon47@btinternet.com
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com
Essex Group
September 7 Geology of the Tendring
District - Dr Peter Allen.
October 5 Geology and the Dark Side - Dr
Chris Duffin.
November 2 Essex Through the Ages - Mike
Sandison.
December 7 Limestone under the microscope
- Trevor Greensmith.
Contact Dr Trevor Greensmith 01268 785404
Farnham Geological Society
September 4-10 Field Meeting: Inverness to
Caithness - Donald Milne.
September 9 Quaternary of the SW - Dr
Jenny Bennett.
October 1-2 Field Meeting: Geology and
Archaeology of the Isle of Thanet - Martin
Bates and Graham Williams.
October 21 How Britain became an island:
catastrophic megafloods in the English
Channel - Dr Sanjeev Gupta.
November 11 Gemstones: properties, geological occurrence and economic value - Prof
Andrew Rankin.
Field Trip Contact - Dr Graham Williams
tel:01483 573802 Email secretary@farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
www:farnhamgeosoc.org.uk Contact - Mrs
Shirley Stephens tel: 01252 680215
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society
September 14 Impact cratering and Ejecta
Deposits: Investigations in the Australian
tektite strewn field and new insights from
Darwin Centre - Dr Kieren Howard.
October 12 Orcadian Basin then and now:
Assynt and the Moine thrust - John Stanley
and Glyn Hatherall.
November 9 Reconstructing the history of
the Antarctic ice sheet: clues from the past
for the future - Dr Tina van De Flierdt.
December 14 The Karst region of Yangshou,
China - Roger Lloyd.
Email: jeansippy@btopenworld.com Field trip
information Allan Wheeler 01344 455451.
www.hhgs.org.uk
Kent Geologists Group
September 20 Mapping in South Africa Emma Freeman.
October 18 The Strategic stone survey of
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Kent for English Heritage - Joan Blows.
November 15 East wing special - viewing of
the the new museum extension.
Contact Indoor Secretary Mrs Ann Barrett
Tel:
01233
623126
email:
annbarrett@tesco.net
Contact information www.kgg.org.uk
The
Kirkaldy
Society
(Alumni
of
QueenMaryCollege)
October 1 AGMand Alumni day at QMC.
Contact Mike Howgate 0208882 2606 or
email:mehowgate@hotmail.com
or
kirksoc@sky.com.
Lancashire
Contact Acting Secretary Jennifer Rhodes
01204 811203 Email:_J_rhodes@hotmail.com.
Mole Valley Geological Society
September 8 The Ice Age landscape of the
Mole Valley
September 17 Field trip to study the
periglacial landscape of the Mole Valley.
October 13 AGM and Dinner.
November 10 The geology of the London basin
- Dr M de Freitas.
December 8 or 15 Soiree with Members.
Lecturettes and mince pies.
www.radix.demon.co.uk/dendron/mvgs/ Email:
Chas Cowie: chas.cowie@tiscali.co.uk
North Staffordshire Group
September 25-26 Park Hall Open Weekend.
Contact for details Eileen Fraser 01260
271505 Contact Field trips: Gerard Ford
01630 673409.
Oxford Geology Group
www.oxgg.org.uk.htm. or call programme secretary 01865 272960.
Ravensbourne Geological Society
September 13 Natural Hazards - Neil
Thomas.
October 11 AGM and Members evening.
November 8 Geology of the Cape Verde
Islands - Hilary Downes.
December 13 Christmas festivities and competitions.
Contact Carole McCarthy Secretary: 020
8854 9138 email: cmccarthy@talktalk.net or
Vernon Marks: 020 8460 2354.
CymdeithasDaeaeregGogleddCymru: North
Wales Geology
August 17 Talacre Land Rover Safari,
Airbus / BHP/ ENI - Coastal Ranger led event.
August 21 Geomon Guided Walk
August 31, Geomon Guided Walk "Rhoscolyn".
September 3
Dee Estuary Expedition,
"Beaumaris Town Walk"
1 mile, Start at 10:30AM, Beaumaris
Town Square. Prebooking essential (£5
CORUS - Coastal Ranger / Dee Wildfowlers
led event
September 18 "Bodfari Mine", 10:00AM.
September 18 "Lleiniog Beach and Castle"
October 12 The last ice sheet and later glaciers in
Wales: timings, extents and associated
Palaeoclimates. How thick was the last icesheet in North Wales?- Jonathan Wilkins.
Contact Jonathan Wilkins 01492 583052
Email
Wilkins@ampyx.org.uk
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc
Cymdeithas Y DaearegwyrGrwp De Cymru South Wales GroupContact
Lynda
Garfield
atsecretary@swga.org.uk
West of England

Contact
Allan
Insole
email:
secretary@wega.org.uk
www.wega.org.uk
West Sussex Geological Society
September 11 Autumn Geowalk in Ashdown
Forest - Brian Harvey.
September 16 Soft ground tunnelling under
London: the crosstrail project - Dr Ursula
Lawrence.
September 18 Geology and building stones of
Boxgrove Priory - David Bone.
October 21 Aspects of Sussex Geology - John
Cooper.
October 23 Godstone and Reigate Caves Andy Belcher.
November 18 The Geology of Tenerife - Roger
Cordiner.
December 16 Members Xmas Meeting.
Contact Betty Steel 01903 209140
Email: kande16@talktalk.net

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
Amateur Geological Society
Contact Julia Daniels 020 8346 1056. or Dave
Greenwood agsfinchley@sky.com , field trips:
john.wong@hertscc.gov.uk
Bath Geological Society
September 2 Club Evening.
September 1 Earliest Humans in Northern
Europe - Professor Jim Rose, Editor-in-Chief
Proceedings of Geologists' Association,
Emeritus Professor of Geography, Royal
Holloway, University of London.
October 6 Feeding Stonehenge: what isotopes
can reveal about the origin of people and their
food Professor Jane Evans, Head of Sciencebased
Archaeology,
NERC
Isotope
Geosciences Laboratory
November 3 New Research on the Pleistocene
Geology and Palaeolithic Archaeology of SW
England Professor Tony Brown and Dr Laura
Basell
December 1 World Heritage Volcanoes: the
best of the best? - Dr Chris Wood, School of
Conservation
Sciences,
Bournemouth
University
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk
Belfast Geologists' Society
September 10 Presidential Excursion Violent
Volcanoes and Coral Seas - Leslie Wortley and
Philip Doughty
September 17 Field meeting:
Geological
Riddle-Me-Rees - Marion Allen
Black Country Geological Society
September 24 & 25 Dudley Rock 'n Fossil
Festival. For information contact Barbara
Russell 01902 650168. www.bcgs.info
Brighton & Hove Geological Society
Contact John Cooper 01273 292780 email:
john.cooper@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Bristol Naturalists' Society
Contact 01373 474086
Email: simonccarpenter@yahoo.com
Carn Brea Mining Society
September 9 A lead mining month - Colin
Short.
October 18 Mine Rescue Work - Terry
Mankee.
November 15 Cornish Miners in Mexico.
Contact Lincoln James 01326 311420
Further
details
www.carnbreaminingsociety.co.uk
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society
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For more information on lectures contact Ann
Kent 01452 610375
For more information on Field trips contact
Kath Vickers 01453 827007.
Craven & Pendle Geological Society
October 14 Why Microfossils? - Dr John
Varker
November 11 Miocene vegetation and climate:
from the Brassington Formation of
Derbyshire to global distributions - Matthew
Pound
More information: http://www.cpgs.org.uk/
Cumberland Geological Society
For details
on the activities of the
Cumberland Geological Society
www.cumberland-geol-soc.org.uk/
The Devonshire Association (Geology
Section)
January 15 AGM Naturian Rocks to Dartmoor
streams How have dragonflies evolved? Dr
Robin Wootton.
Contact Jenny Bennett01647 24033 email
J.A.Bennett@exeter.ac.ukwww.devonassoc.or
g.uk/
The Dinosaur Society
www. Dinosaursociety.com. Contact: Prof
Richard Moody rtj.moody@virgin.net
Dorset Natural History & Archaeology
Society
Contact Jenny Cripps email:jenny@dormus.demon.co.uk
Earth Science Teachers Association
For membership contact: Mike Tuke miketuke@btinternet.com. Tel 014804 57068
ESTA website www.esta-uk.net
East Herts Geology Club
October Field trip to Catalunya.
December 9 Christmas do @ Ware Museum
Friday. @ 7.30pm
Informal get together. Slide shows, quizzes,
displays, bring food and drink to share.
January 17 AGM @ Ware Museum Tuesday @
7.30pm Check website for venue or contact
Diana Perkins 01920 463755.
www.ehgc.org.uk email: info@ehgc.org.uk
Visitors most welcome - £2
East Midlands Geological Society
August 14 Day trip to Robin Hood's Stride Gerry Shaw.
September 4 Day trip to the Upper Dove
Valley - Neil Aitkenhead.
September 17-18 Weekend excursion to
Shropshire - Andrew Jenkinson.
Graham Ward for Lectures 01277 218473.
www.erms.org
Essex Rock and Mineral Society
September 13 Oil - Dr Chris Clayton.
September 25 Field visit: Wrabness and
Harwich, Essex - Bill George and Graham
Ward.
October 11 The Story of Hertfordshire
Puddingstone, one of Britain's Most
Remarkable Rocks - Jane Tubb.
October 15 Field visit: Geological Collections
of Cambridge University - Gerald Lucy.
November 8 Annual General Meeting.
December 13 Annual Social.
Contact 01277 218473 or see www.erms.org
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge
Contact: Dr Peter Friend 01223-333400.
Geological Society of Glasgow
Contact
Dr
Iain
Allison
email:
I.Allison@admin.gla.ac.uk
Geological Society of Norfolk
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October 26 The Origin of our Species - Prof.
Chris Stringer.
November 17 James Frederick Jackson
(1894-1966): boy genius of Hunstanton Cindy Howells.
January 19 Forensic Geology - Dr Haydon
Bailey.
Contact Email: elvin.thurston@virgin.net.
Hastings and District Geological Society
September 25 Seismic Surveying - David
Howe.
October 23 Recent Discoveries in the Weald
- Peter Austen.
November 20 Presidential lecture - Prof.
David Price.
December 11 AGM and Christmas party.
Contact email: iggyken@aol.com
www.hastingsgeolsoc.org.uk
Hertfordshire Geological Society
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk
Contact Linda Hamling 01279 423815.
HOGG (History of Geology Group of the
Geological Society)
March 20 2012 Tuesday Open Meeting: at
Burlington House, Piccadilly.
Exciting array of presentations during the
day, including 'Old 4 Legs: Scientists,
Coelancanths and Controversies' and 'The
Anthropocene: the Current Geological
Period??', and many more controversial topics, from late 18th C to the Postwar era. To
register your interest, and thereby receive a
Registration Form in November, please email
the Conference Organiser, Anthony Brook, on
anthony.brook27@btinternet.com, who would
also love to hear from anyone who has a
potential 25-minute talk in this area of
research.
Horsham Geological Field Club
September 14 The Habitat of Petroleum in
the Wessex Basin - Prof Richard Selley.
October 12 Stc Prof. Chris Stringer.
November 9 How Britain became an Island ?
… and what his has to do with Mars? - Prof.
Sanjeev Gupta.
Contact Mrs Gill Woodhatch 01403 250371
Hull Geological Society
September 11 Field meeting at Castleton Paul Hildreth.
September 17 Joint field meeting with Leeds
Geological Association - North Landing and
Thornwick Bay - Mike Horne.
Contact Mike Horne 01482 346784
Email:mike@horne28.freeserve.co.uk
http://www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk
The JurassicCoast
Details are available on the web site at www.
Jurassiccoast.com.
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society
(Geology)
September 24 Field meeting : Must Farm, nr
Peterborough - Cliff Nicklin.
October 5 Pterosaurs - Dave Unwin.
October 19 Contact metamorphism in
Charwood in the Lake District and China Roger Mason.
October 8 Field meeting : Scunthorpe area
and Museum - tbc.
Contact
Joanne Norris 0116 283 3127
Email:j.e.norris@ntlworld.com.
www.Charnia.org.uk
Leeds Geological Association
October 13 Subduction Zones never slip: lessons from Chile - Dr Isabelle Ryder
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November 10 Large-Scale Carbon Dioxide
Storage : geological reservoirs - Prof. Bruce
Yardley, Leeds University.
December 8 Annual General Meeting and
Conversazione.
All meetings at 7:15 pm ; for detailed directions to the venue within the Leeds
University Campus visit www.leedsga.org.uk
Visitors welcome; tea and biscuits.
Details : Judith Dawson 0113 2781060 or
leedsga.org
Liverpool Geological Society
Contact: Joe Crossley: 0151 426 1324 or
email Igsjoecrossley@hotmail.com.
Manchester Geological Association
October 12 Fossil Molecules - chemistry as a
tool for palaeontology Whodungit? - Dr. Fiona
Gill, Dead in the Water - Dr. Jo Hellawell,
University of Bonn.
November 12- The Broadhurst Lectures: The
Coal Measures Rates of Sedimentation in the
Namurian and Westphalian: A Review - Dr.
Derek Brumhead,Trace Fossils of the
Carboniferous Coal-Bearing Rocks: 160-Year
Manchester Heritage - Dr. John Pollard, The
Rise and Fall of the Coal Forests - Dr. Howard
Falcon-Lang, Coal Mining in Lancashire, the
Photographic Record - Alan Davies, formerly
Curator, Lancashire Mining Museum
December 10 - To be confirmed
Contact email: Sue Plumb, 0161 427 5835
email secretary@mangeolassoc.org.uk .
All meetings in the Williamson Building,
University of Manchester.
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk
Mid Wales Geology Club
September 21 The Geology of the African
Rift Valley ". Will this active region be a new
Atlantic Ocean? - Prof. Bill Fitches
October 19, Calcite, Its Complex and
Beautiful World - Bill Bagley
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk
Contact Bill Bagley 01686 412679.
Newbury Geological Study Group
Field Meetings season runs from October to
July. Normally meets on the third Sunday of
the month. Details www.ngsg.org.uk or Mike &
Helen 01635 42190".
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society
Meetings at St Georges Church Hall,
Churchfield Green, Norwich. 19.30hrs every
first Tuesday of the Month except August.
Contact.clansdell@btinternet.com
North Eastern Geological Society
March 18 History of geology - Prof. David M.
Knight
www.northeast-geolsoc.50megs.com Email; Email:
jaharrison.102@btinternet.comtel:
0191 261 1494
www.dur.ac.uk/g.r.foulger/NEGS.html
Open University Geological Society
Events - listed on http://ougs.org, or contact
Christine Arkwright events@ougs.org 01772
335316
Membership - contact Stuart Bull membership@ougs.org 01244 676865
Reading Geological Society
Hilary Jensen, General Secretary - for more
details and general information tel:0118 984
1600
email: rgs.secretary@btinternet.com
ContactDavid Ward - for field trips 01344
483563
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall

September 21 - topic be announced.
October 19 - topic to be announced.
Contact email: nplummer@cornwall.gov.uk.
01209 860410.
The Russell Society
Email Frank Inceince78@btopenworld.com
www.russellsoc.org
Shropshire Geological Society
September 7 Geology for Beginners: General
Principles of Geology - Rock types, Geological
Time, and Plate Tectonics - speaker: Dr Peter
Toghill
September 14 Geology for Beginners: What
we learn from fossilised remains - Andrew
Jenkinson
September 21 Geology for Beginners: Rocks
of the Ercall and Wrekin - Chris Rayner
September 28
Geology for Beginners:
Bending and Breaking: an introduction to
structural geology with the emphasis on
Shropshire - Prof Michael Rosenbaum.
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society
Meets every Monday evening at Sidcup Arts
Centre.
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk
Contact Audrey Tampling 020 8303 9610
Email: Atampling@aol.com.
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society
September 5 Hampshire Mineral & Fossil
Show - time: 10:00 to 16:30 Venue:
Lyndhurst Community Centre, High St.,
Lyndhurst, Hants.Admission:
Adults £1,
accompanied children under 14 and Rockwatch
members free
Contact: Gary Morse, 01489 787300 Email:
smfs@mineral.screaming.net
Web
site:
http://members.lycos.co.uk/SMFS/smfsshow.htm
Contact Gary Morse 01489 787300.
Stamford and District Geological Society
September 24 Field Meeting: Must Farm,
Whittlesey, Cambs.
Contact: Bill Learoyd on 01780 752915 email:
billlearoyd@aol.com, cliffnicklin@aol.com;
Ussher Society
Contact Clive Nicholas 01392 271761.
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group
Contact Ian Fenwick 01926 512531 emails
swift@ianfenwick.f2s.com.
www.wgcg.co.uk
Wessex Lapidary and Mineral Society
Contact Pat Maxwell 02380 891890 email:
rwmaxwell@tiscali.co.uk
Westmorland Geological Society
Contact
Brian
Kettle
email:
mr.briankettle@tiscali.co.uk
The Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club
September 24Cleeve Hill led by Dave Owen
Contact Sue Hay on 01432 357138 or
svh.gabbros@btinternet .com
Yorkshire Geological Society
September 24 Geology and Industry: New
Frontiers joint meeting with West Yorkshire
Geological Trust.
October 22 or 29 Geotourism Meeting.
Contact Trevor Morse 01833 638893
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk
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CURRY FUND REPORT
There were seven new applications for the committee at its July
meeting, of which six were offered
some funding and one referred to
the GA Council for a decision as it
fell outside the remit of the Fund
Guidelines.
The Oxford Geology Trust was
offered £372 towards the design
and publications costs of its new
promotional leaflets. An innovative
programme of walks organised by
Rethinking Cities Ltd., was granted
£901 towards materials costs for
the series of interactive walks. It
proposes using new, smart technology exploring the geology and
buildings of local neighbourhoods.
This series is planned for south
London and the first will be a
Ruskin Geology Walk through
Camberwell. It is hoped that people
of all ages will be encouraged to
discover more about their neighbourhoods through similar programmes. Dr Gawen Jenkin, from
the University of Leicester was
awarded £817 towards resources
for his project Rock Sculpture
Science which aims to develop geoscience outreach activities around a
sculpture exhibition at the university. It is hoped to organise a
Rockwatch event here with Dr.
Jenkin. The Beaminster Museum
Charitable Trust requested £1026
towards the cost of fossil preparation and new display areas for an
exhibition on the geology and socio-

economic importance of Horn Park
Quarry National Nature reserve.
This was agreed. This small, local
museum is in a converted chapel in
Beaminster and has a very interesting collection of local history as well
as local geology. Its display of geology will be greatly enhanced by
these exciting plans. HOGG (History
of Geology Group) was awarded
£400 towards the cost of printing
an abstracts book for its forthcoming meeting "A History of Geology &
Medicine" to be held at Burlington
House in November. Jon Radley was
granted £711 to support the cost of
illustrations for the Geological
Conservation Review: The Wealden
of Southern England. This volume is
special in that it is being published
as part of the PGA schedule for
2012 and because of its exposition
of the definitive work of Perce Allen
and his connection with the GA.
This grant is not to be regarded as
a precedent.
The application from Hayley
Manners for £1000 towards her
field work was referred to the GA
Council for its consideration for support from an alternative funding
source.
The model of the fossil pliosaur
head which was funded by the
Curry Fund in 2010, has now been
placed in the Jurassic Gallery of the
Dorchester Museum. It hangs above
the actual fossil pliosaur which was
unveiled by Sir David Attenborough
at the Museum in early July. Both

Sir David Attenborough unveiling the
Weymouth Bay pliosaur

Weymouth Bay pliosaur fossil skull

the model and the fossil are quite
spectacular and well worth a visit if
you are in the Dorchester area.

Susan Brown
Curry Fund Secretary

GA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
Our Merchandise is now available by post.
Visit the GA Website and click on GA Shop to see colour pictures of the goods we have on
offer.
We are still in urgent need of helpers for the Sales Table and can only offer a limited selection
of merchandise at meetings because of storage and transport problems.
We are also in URGENT need of helpers for our Sales table at the Festival of Geology and, if
volunteers are not forthcoming, we may have to curtail the hours the table is open and the
selection of goods available.
If you can help please contact Mrs Sue Jacobs: sue.jacobs4@btinternet.com.
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The competition
A great opportunity for imaginative photography!
Geology is all around us impacting on our daily life. It's in our shopping baskets, our homes and our streets
as well as on mountains, volcanoes, beaches and quarries.
Send us your chosen photographs (up to 3) on any geological topic taken within the last year. These will be
put on display at the Festival of Geology, University College London, Gower Street,
London WC1E 6BT on 5 November 2011 from 10.30 - 4.30.
First Prize £100, Second Prize £50, Third Prize £25. There will be a Peoples' Choice prize which will be
awarded at the Festival. Winners' entries may be published in the Geologists' Association magazine and on
their web-site.
Competition Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Amateur photographers only.
Closing date for the competition is 1st November 2011
Only three entries per individual.
Maximum size A4 , they can be mounted or unmounted.
The organisers cannot accept responsibility for entries lost or damaged in the post.
A signed entry form must be securely attached to the back of each entry.
The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
Judging will take place and prizes will be presented at the Festival of Geology at
University College London on 5th November 2011
The Geologists' Association reserves the right to publish the photograph in their publications,
on line and in promotional material for the Festival of Geology.
However, copyright remains with the photographer and a credit will be provided.
We regret that entries cannot be returned unless accompanied by an s.a.e. and appropriate
packing or they can they be collected on the Saturday at the Festival after 4.00 pm.
Details and timetable of events: www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
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GA Field Meeting 11-12 June 2011
The Pre-Anglian Drainage of the East Midlands - the Bytham River
Organised by Rob Westaway, David Bridgland and colleagues
This was not a usual GA Field Meeting,
where normally one or two professionals are surrounded by many amateur
enthusiasts who are keen to see the
geology and scenery, enjoy the culinary and architectural features of the
area visited, and meet friends and
make new ones among the group.
Well, on this excursion we did have
some culinary delights - such as breakfast at the Friendly Farmer, and a lunch
at an old inn in Stamford, but nearly
all of the 20 members attending were
professionally involved in the
Pleistocene and its geology and
archaeology. The result of this was
that the discussion was at a very high
level which nearly everyone joined in,
and most knew each other by first
names. We learned that some of the
leaders held slightly varying views
about some aspects of the local
Pleistocene, so friendly discussions
between co-leaders David Bridgland
(GA President), Rob Westaway, Jim
Rose, John Sinclair, Martyn Bradley,
Tom White and others proved most
interesting to those onlookers who
knew their Devensian from their
Devonian and their Anglian from their
Archaean.
The subject is currently very active
with more and more discoveries and
insights coming to the fore, despite
being concerned only with the last million or so years of geological history.
This was the time when humans first
settled in Britain, attracted by its warm
temperate climate in the periods
between glaciations; its land connections to the Continent. The Anglian
Glaciation began about 480,000 years
ago, but evidence is being uncovered
which suggests that early human habitation of Britain goes back 750,000

years or more. The oldest human
remains (at Boxgrove, Sussex) only
date from around 500,000 years.
Regrettably, this field meeting found no
hominids, but we were shown stone
artefacts of remarkable quality that
had been collected from the gravel pits
of the area and a bone from a
hippopotamus found on the spoil heap
of one of the quarries.
The focus of the field meeting was
the Bytham River, an ancient
drainage system of major proportions
that began around Stratford-uponAvon, fed by tributaries from high
ground in the Midlands and southern
Pennines, and flowed across the region
of present-day Fenland out to the
North Sea near Lowestoft (Figure 1),
before the whole region was overwhelmed by Anglian ice. Its course
has been traced by meticulous examination of sections, boreholes and
gravel pits working the middle
Pleistocene sands and gravels of the
region, aided by identification of pebbles; painstaking counting of the various types and determining their place
of origin has given sound evidence of
the course of the river and its headwaters (Rose, J. 1987. The status of the
Wolstonian glaciation in the British
Quaternary. Quaternary Newsletter,
53, 1-9). Many of the pits were active,
which meant that there was progressive uncovering of more detail, coupled
with gradual removal of the evidence by the lorry-load. So they have to be
investigated promptly before the lorries
get at them.
The advance of the Anglian ice,
beginning about 430,000 years ago,
scoured or buried the adjacent land
surface, excavated the Fen lowland which rather messed up the Bytham

Fig. 1. Locality map for the Bytham River excursion
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River - and further south also displaced
the ancestral Thames drainage system
towards London.
Figure 1 shows the main present-day
rivers (pale blue) as well as the preAnglian ones in the Midlands (black).
The localities in red were visited on the
excursion but, as can be seen, there
are many more sites especially to the
eastward where the route of the
Bytham River beyond Fenland has
been traced by examination of sections, boreholes, gravel pits and cliffs.
Saturday 11th June: Bytham River
Pits and the Ancaster Gap
The party assembled at a car park in
the Open University in Milton Keynes,
from where those not using their cars
were piled with their luggage into a
17-seat minibus. This was driven safely, comfortably and with verve by Tom
White, a native of the area and a
Quaternary researcher himself (a PhD
student at Cambridge), an arrangement that allowed most of us to hear
Rob Westaway and others give a running commentary as we threaded our
way through the pretty villages and
country lanes between the gravel pits.
All those attending received an
excellent and comprehensive field
guide of 52 pages compiled by Rob
Westaway with contributions from
other leaders, illustrated with detailed
maps and Google images of the sites,
diagrams of river profiles, tables of
pebble counts, and on the last two
pages a guide to all the pubs in
Stamford!
The first stop of the meeting was at
the active quarries at Waverley Wood
(south of Coventry, at around SP 359
713, not far from the present-day
River Avon), where restoration of old
workings had created the Ryton Pools
Country Park. First, archaeologist
Terry Hardaker showed us some of his
many Lower Palaeolithic artefact finds
from the workings (Figure 2); one
hand axe was of green andesite, perhaps fashioned by "Heidelberg man"
from a pebble of andesite in the gravels. Debate has arisen between geologists and archaeologists as to the origin of this andesite but, as first suggested by Professor Fred Shotton in
1989, it was most likely made from a
glacial erratic found in the vicinity; or
it could have been carried by humans
from the Borrowdale Volcanics in the
Lake District or even by a pre-Anglian
glaciation. There were many more
flakes and cores formed from the livercoloured "Bunter" pebbles common in
the Triassic of the Midlands. The fact
that the gravels lay in a river valley
meant that they were somewhat pro-
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Fig. 2. Palaeolithic artefacts on display at Ryton
Pools Country Park

tected from the over-riding ice, but it
appears that the river banks were
also favourite sites for habitation and
stone working. The present-day Avon
has a similar position to the old
Bytham valley, but in the OPPOSITE
direction, southwestwards and formed
on a landscape that has no relation to
the landscape in existence when the
Bytham River last flowed.
Visiting the quarries themselves,
the party were shown a succession of
reddish-buff sands with cross-bedding, one of the targets of the quarrymen (Figure 3, 4). Beneath lay bedded gravels which showed by crossbedding and imbrication that they had
been derived from the west, and
deposited in a braided river system
oriented northeast. Many of the artefacts, together with bones of straighttusked elephant, water vole and shells
of molluscs had come from
silty/clayey organic deposits found in
the channelled base of this unit,
below the gravels, having been
formed in a temperate interval at
about 490,000 years ago shortly
before the Anglian glaciation. On top
of this succession, there was an

Fig. 3. Sand and gravel at Waverley Wood
Farm pit, with glacial till overlying in the background

Fig. 4. Jim Rose (with spade) arguing about
a soft sediment feature with Peter Worsley
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abrupt change to a red-brown till, the
main Anglian glacial event. These
were derived mainly from Triassic
mudstones and clays, suggesting derivation from the northwest, thought to
have been carried by an ice lobe from
the Irish Sea which moved across the
Triassic outcrop in the Cheshire Basin
and West Midlands.
North of these sites lay the Wolston
pit (not visited) where the controversial post-Anglian Wolstonian glaciation
was proposed. The succession of
glacially derived sediments at Wolston
may well be Anglian in age, but the
field leaders are agreed that there is
now strong evidence for a postAnglian/pre-Ipswichian glaciation
affecting much of the Midlands. On
the excursion were protagonists for
two alternative hypotheses - one

Fig. 5. Margaret Dobson examining the chalky
till at Huncote

which favoured this glaciation as a climate cycle about 100,000 years after
the Anglian (Jim Rose) and others
who favoured another climate cycle,
some 100,000 years later (Tom White,
David Bridgland and Rob Westaway),
Both these suggestions are older
cycles than the main European
Saalian Glaciation, according to most
interpretations.
Following lunch at Stretton-onDunsmore, the party travelled downstream along the present-day River
Soar which follows the route of the
pre-Anglian Bytham River, northeastward towards Leicester. Time did not
allow us to visit all the sites listed in
the guide, but we stopped to see the
till and Bytham River deposits at
Huncote Quarry south of Leicester
(SP 502 976). This till is characterised by the presence of chalk fragments as well as Jurassic sandstones
in a dark grey muddy matrix derived
from Kimmeridge and Oxford clays
(Figure 5), scoured out by ice coming
from the northeast. No bedding was
visible, though near the top some
reddish weathered patches were
noticeable. This chalky till facies is
known in the Midlands as the Oadby
Till, and opinions differ as to whether
the particular glacial episode represented by it was Anglian or postAnglian. Huncote Quarry was visited
to see the Bytham Sands and Gravels
that underlie the till, but in the past

year the base of the quarry has been
lined with the clayey till as an impermeable barrier in preparation for landfill, so just the uppermost part of the
gravel was visible, although the overlying sand remained well exposed.
Brooksby Quarry (SK 669 155) is
another locality like Waverley Wood
where sediments of the Bytham River
include organic temperate-stage channel fills and where handaxes have also
been found. However, as time was
short we saw it only as we swept by
in the minibus, on the road to Melton
Mowbray, as we had an appointment
to meet a farmer near Ancaster.
The dry Ancaster Gap cuts across
the prominent scarp of the
Lincolnshire Limestone (Jurassic,
Inferior Oolite) similar to the Lincoln
Gap further north (River Witham). It
is about 40m deep, with no stream,
but gravels within it were likely
deposited by a now-vanished river.
The farmer, David Brackley at Lodge
Farm, North Rauceby (TF 011 460),
was pleased to meet the party and
showed a good appreciation of the
geological basis of his agriculture. We
walked south to view the Gap, appreciating its shape and that of its flanks.
The main reason for visiting this area
was to look at fluvial gravels capping
the flanks of the Gap, which were
probably emplaced by a pre-Anglian
ancestor of the Trent, which today
flows northward to the Humber west
of the escarpment; the discovery of
sedimentary evidence for this hitherto-hypothetical ancestral river was
one of the major achievements of the
recent Trent Valley Palaeolithic Project
led by David Bridgland. But the gravel that we wished to see, at the disused Ermine Street pit (SK 988 471),
was covered in ferocious stinging nettles although the field debris on the
adjacent land was informative,
notably the battered reworked flints, a
characteristic of these ancient river
gravels.
Not very far away from Ancaster
was North Muskham, near Newark-onTrent, where most of the party had
overnight reservations at the comfortable Travelodge. Trips up and down
the A1 trunk road eventually enabled
us to get to it, as it always seemed to
be on the other carriageway. Plans
for an evening meal in Newark were
abandoned when it was realised that
the hour was late, and we enjoyed a
good meal in the Little Chef adjacent
to the lodge.
Sunday 12th June: Castle Bytham
Pit and Bozeat
The extensive and active pit at
Castle Bytham (SK 180 187), north of
Stamford, was our first stop and
access was made possible by James
Bullimore of Bullimores Sand and
Gravel, who kindly allowed access to
the pit. The Bytham Sands and Gravel
sare located in a river valley was cut
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in Jurassic limestones and ironstones
- numerous fragments of which were
found in the gravels. Vein quartz,
brown Triassic quartzite, chert, slate,
igneous rocks, flint and other components showed the diverse origin of the
sediments. At this locality the crossbedding indicated flow towards the
east (Figure 6), showing that the river
that ran from Stratford to Leicester
had veered some 80° as it flowed as
a braided system towards Lowestoft.
Tills of Anglian age overlie these
deposits: they are generally dark
brown-grey because of their Jurassic
clay content. Two units of till have
been investigated: the lower, chalk-

Fig. 6. Cross bedding in the Bytham Sands
and Gravels at Castle Bytham Pit, showing
sediment flow to the east

free, contains a wide variety of clasts
derived from a source area (mainly
the Vale of Belvoir) to the northwest;
the upper, with some chalk and flint

Fig. 7. At Bozeat, Rob Westaway is trying to
show us what a river delta looked like - and
are those Milton Sands in the background?

content, was evidently derived from
the east. While the lower till is
Anglian in date, the upper is attributed, by Jim Rose, to the younger
Oadby Glaciation (early Saalian?).
Terry Hardaker showed some more
Palaeolithic quartzite artefacts
retrieved from this pit.
An interesting feature was a glacial
or periglacial valley bulge where
underlying strata had been upthrust
along the line of the original river.
After an extensive look at the
Bytham deposits, we made for
Stamford where a quirky old pub
(actually an old bell foundry) served
some good lunches. As the welcome
news spread among the party that
the drought had ended, we raised our
umbrellas in celebration of the rain
that made the rest of the meeting a
typical GA puddle-jumping event.

The afternoon programme was
short because we all had to drive
home, but not before we visited the
Bozeat Quarry (SP 905 602) which
had its own intriguing features. The
pre-Anglian sands exposed here may
be related to the Milton Sands of the
Northampton area, which are thought
to be part of the ancestral Thames
drainage linking to the present-day
River Thame near Aylesbury. The
cross-bedding in this pit was the best
we had seen on the meeting, and the
Pleistocene specialists vigorously discussed the relationships of the deposit
to other outcrops (Figure 7).
This was a different sort of meeting
because of the high level of scientific
discussion - all the more interesting
because we were standing on top of
the actual geological features being
discussed, so we could make our own
judgements about their origins, not
just seeing slides projected in a lecture theatre. This is the very best
way to do geology, and for non-specialists to find out why people disagree with each other!
I wish to thank Rob Westaway,
David Bridgland, Jim Rose, John
Sinclair, Terry Hardaker, Margaret
Dobson and others for checking
details and politely letting me know
where I had misunderstood the complex details of this fascinating area.
The location map (Figure 1) was prepared by Rob Westaway.

Deryck Laming

Lawrence Chubb - a GA Stalwart
In 1953, Lawrence Chubb retired as
a Senior lecturer at University
College. Either he was tired of
London, or UCL, but he took retirement in Jamaica, returning to
Caribbean Geology which had been
his interest for decades. Rudistid molluscs, mild oceanography and a natural interest in the mobility of the
islands when 'science' was couched in
the language of island arcs, the
mobility of the Indonesian Arc as
described by Umbgrove and Vening
Meinesz.
His departure made space for new
staff, economically posted as
Assistant Lecturer grade, at £250 pa,
with £20 London Allowance. A home
grown product, Adrian Lloyd , covered
the younger rocks and the appropiate
palaeontology. Palaeozoic rocks and
fossils were my opportunity to step
on to the academic ladder from my
Durham training - it wasn't a
synecure. There was a probationary
period of three years, at the end of
which dismissal was an option
retained by the College.
From this personal narrative, let me
pass on to the reader something

about the links between this remarkable geologist and the G A. Like many
other academic geologists of the
London Colleges (Kirkaldy, A K and M
K Wells, Tom Barnard, Wooldridge.
Dollar, and Hollingworth to name but
a few ), Chubb was an enthusiastic
member and supporter of the GA.. His
enthusiasm for geology flowered
anew in Jamaica, for Chubb, far from
retiring, took a post and a role in the
University of the west Indies when a
loose federal structure followed independence from Britain.
Rudistid studies renewed, and the
general geology of Jamaica were his
aims and researches, backed up in
the community with what must be the
first of Local Groups of the
Association. Eventually, this was to
become the Geological Society of
Jamaica, the record of which I leave
to Steve Donovan who, like me, must
think of himself as another Chubb
godchild. Actually, Chubb didn't need
us. In Jamaica, he took to himself a
new wife and flourished for many
years.
It is history that I passed the probationary years and slowly climbed to
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Senior Lecturer grade before retirement, gathering on the way what was
an almost obligatory membership of
the Association when Alec Smith
relinquished the post of Librarian to
move on to office in the Geological
Society. In good G A tradition, I was
appointed months before my official
membership of the firm.
Chubb has always been a slightly
shadowy figure, but this formal portrait should redress that situation and
acknowledge his role in the
Association. A GA stalwart of many
years

Eric Robinson
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Evening Lecture July 2011.
Searching for the cause and effect of the World's greatest
mass extinction in the Permo-Triassic of Russia
Dr Andrew Newell.
Before describing his work on the
Permo-Triassic of Russia, Dr Newell
gave a résumé of the changes in the
diversity of organisms illustrated by
the fossil record throughout geological
time. The record starts in the
Vendian and shows a steady expansion of genera and species throughout
the Lower Palaeozoic before reaching
a plateau during the Upper
Palaeozoic. This was followed by a
very sharp decline at the PermoTriassic (P-T) boundary and then a
return to a steep rise up to the present day, punctuated by two further
extinction events at the TriassicJurassic and Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T)
boundaries. These events were of
course well recognised by early geologists and gave rise to the familiar
division of the geological column into
Eras and Periods. It is estimated that
the K-T event resulted in the loss of
65% of all life whilst the P-T event
had been even more devastating with
the loss of 95% of all life (96% of
marine species and 70% of land
species) (see Benton 2003).
Turning to the possible causes, Dr
Newell said that it was now clear that
the K-T extinction had been largely
due to a asteroid impact since we had
identified the site of the collision
together with supporting evidence in
the form of glassy spherules, shocked
quartz and geochemical anomalies in
contemporary sediments. The P-T
extinction was more problematic and
despite extensive searches there was
no evidence of an impact event at this
time, but the stable isotopes of carbon showed a reduction in the proportion of 13C in relation to 12C in the
atmosphere (negative d13C) around
the P-T boundary. That was consistent with the massive contemporaneous vulcanism of the Siberian Traps
(up to 3.5 km thick with a volume of
around 7 M km3) that put large
amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere,
but this event alone was insufficient
to account for the anomaly. Adding a
reduction in plant cover and the decay
of vegetation provided a further
explanation but this was still not
enough to account for the observed
values and it seemed likely that an
additional contribution must have
been made by the release of methane
hydrates (the location of which were
currently unknown) leading to runaway global warming and the extinction event.
Clearly something had happened at
the P-T boundary but with a limited
sequence available in the UK it had
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been necessary to go further afield to
discover what this was. As a result
he had joined a team based on Bristol
University who, like Murchison before
them in 1841, had examined the
Russian Permo-Triassic in a series of
expeditions (sponsored by NERC, the
Royal Society and the National
Geographic Society) between 2004
and 2009. Unlike Murchison they did
not come back with a diamond studded gold snuff-box but what they did
find was more important. The PermoTriassic in Russia is terrestrial and
outcrops over a wide area between
Moscow and the Urals extending from
the Arctic coast to just north of the
Caspian Sea. Russian geologists had
extensively studied the area over the
past 50 years but this work had literally remained a state secret until the
end of Soviet times and had been
almost unknown in the West.
Because of their isolation the Russian
geologists had created their own well
established and tightly controlled
stratigraphic system subdivided into
"Svitas" and "Gorizonts" (roughly
equivalent to the western use of
Formation and Horizon), so one of the
first tasks had been to understand the
use of these terms and to relate the
terrestrial deposits to internationally
recognised standard marine
sequences in China and elsewhere.
This had been done using a combination of biostratigraphy (mainly ostracodes, plants, fresh water fish and
vertebrates) and magneto-stratigraphy (based on the orientation of iron
oxide grains deposited in the original
sediment or crystals of early diagenetic hematite in the cement). The
results had been successful so that
the team could confidently identify
the Permo-Triassic boundary in the
field. Three areas had been visited.
These were around Orenburg, previously described by Professor Mike
Benton in his Presidential Address for
2007 (see PGA 119, 119-136);
Vyazniki and Gorokhovets; and
Kotel'nich and the Sukhona River
All three areas showed a rapid
change from fine grained to coarse
sediments at or around the PermoTriassic boundary indicating a major
change in conditions from mud dominated playa-lacustrine conditions that
were overrun by massive braided
channels and outwash fans depositing
sands and gravels. In the case of
Orenburg, situated close to the western side of the Urals, this could perhaps be explained by continued uplift
as a result of tectonic activity, howev-

er, in the other two areas, one situated 800 km from the mountain front,
this explanation clearly did not fit the
facts. Instead it seemed that a
change in climatic conditions caused
by global warming had resulted in the
mass extinction of land plants giving
rise to a land surface that was subject
to extreme forms of erosion, analogous to the effects seen at present
following the loss of vegetative cover
during logging operations. Similar
effects are seen elsewhere in the
world (South Africa, Australia and
Antarctica) strongly suggesting that
this was a truly global phenomenon
and had been the cause of the mass
extinction in other environments.
References.
Benton, M. J. 2003. When Life
Nearly Died, The Greatest Mass
Extinction of all Time. Thames and
Hudson, London.
Newell, A. J. et al. 2010. Disruption
of playa-lacustrine depositional systems at the Permo-Triassic boundary:
evidence from Vyazniki and
Gorokhovets on the Russian Platform.
Journal of the Geological Society, 167,
695-716.
Details of the various expeditions
together with helpful fact sheets on
the Permo-Triassic extinction may be
found at:
http://palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk/index.htm
l and on subsequent pages.

Dave Greenwood
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Delving Beneath Scotland
Rollin, K.E. 2009. Regional Geophysics of Northern
Scotland. Version 1.0 on CD-ROM British Geological
Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham £25 ISBN 6000
006586
This guide is the third in a series of interactive
guides to the deep geology of Britain. It covers most
of Scotland from the Mull of Kintyre and Cheviot Hills
northwards (apart from the western fringes of the
Outer Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland Islands) and is
produced by the British Geological Survey as a CD.
The disk is designed to run by using your Internet
browser for ease of navigation, so two pages can be
run in parallel and can be toggled between. For
those willing to absorb and observe details passively
from the many maps, images and models it contains
and not be put off by the painstaking calculations and
geophysical understanding that underpins them, there is a
lot to be gained from this admirable collation.
By presenting and then using a wide range of data
about the regional geophysics of Northern Scotland, it has
been possible to plumb the depths and throw light on the
deeper structures beneath the country. At its core, both
gravity and magnetic anomalies have been used to present a series of 28 cross sections, up to 500km long to a
depth of 20km crisscrossing the country, as the two methods combine to help resolve the inherent limitations in calculating such models. This stems from it being possible to
devise two structural interpretations, with different densities, both fitting the observed departures from a uniform
gravity field. In this way, bringing the magnetic properties
of the rocks into play, by producing a parallel magnetic
model also constrained by this limitation, can help validate
the more likely solution. Therefore below each of them is a
short discussion of the resulting section and the reasoning
behind the interpretation. This is supplemented by the
data sources section which provides detailed information
about the density and magnetic susceptibility of a wide
range of rock types. These are summarised by graphs,
including some showing the relationship iin igneous rocks
between decreasing silica (SiO2) content and increasing
density, while magnesium (MgO) content shows the
reverse trend. These graphs also contain details about
fairly limited seismic data and geothermal measurements
including heat flow and other observations along with estimated temperature profiles for four different regions to a
depth of 30 km.
The gravity and magnetic anomalies are presented in a
novel series of images in which you can quickly change
the direction from which these surfaces are illumined. You
can enlarge to a region about 300 km wide on screen and
also flick to the topography, geology or Landsat compilation of almost cloudless satellite images covering the same
area. However, the conventional contour maps are tucked
away at the bottom of the relevant data reduction subsections for both these methods. These notes confirm that
the gravity data was correctly reduced using uniform densities for terrain and marine corrections, taking into
account the subtle effects of topography and water depths
on individual readings. Therefore, even if the contours
(which can get very crowded in places) are unlabelled
apart from changing colour around zero, it is possible to
compare them with the 2007 printed 1:625,000 gravity
anomaly map produced using variable densities (see PGA,
2009 vol.120, p.89-91). This is similar to the gravity
images on the two earlier disks covering Southern
Scotland and Northern England, and South-east England.
In addition, there is an introduction to the area's geology and its broad tectonic framework, including a map
showing the depth to the base of crust defined by the
seismic Moho, before the data and images sections already

outlined. There is also an intriguing section of the disk
devoted to what is termed ‘analysis’, devoted to interpreting anomalies and linear features in the gravity and magnetic images. However, the subsection, with these
labelled features displayed by a split screen with these
pairs of anomalies zoomed into the same area with
descriptive text below, is a little breathtaking.
Unfortunately, clicking on the label results in one scrolling
down to the exact point in the text without leaving a few
lines above the highlighted name to allow you to read the
whole of the relevant passage.
Other subsections deal with lineaments, including the
pattern and frequency of earthquakes, any relationship
with igneous centres, and descriptions of mainly
Caledonian structures such as the Moine thrust, the Great
Glen and Highland Boundary faults. These provide maps
and links to further seismic profiles and small sections,
plus links to stripped down versions of the 2D models cutting them.
The well-illustrated inversion section outlines
various complex methods for calculating the depth and
geometry of the likely source generating a given anomaly.
Following the 2D models, the 3D section presents 26 models of selected areas and geological features including sedimentary basins, granite plutons and the Palaeogene
igneous centres on Skye, Rum, Ardnamurchan (for
1:25,000 map review, see Geology Today, 2010, vol.26,
p.159-160), Mull, and Arran, plus the Blackstones Bank.
The conclusions are followed by a conventional list of references before a clickable index that takes you to each
entry. However some of the gems hidden on this disk
remain rather elusive.
In a matter of little over three years, this disk is a considerable advance on the first two, which contained far
fewer cross sections and 3D modelling and which were
produced without this much more user-friendly presentation. That said, it is a pity the text and conventional illustrations were not published as a book, with the disk in the
back, like the Cainozoic geology and landscape evolution
of north-east Scotland with a PDF version that can be
printed out for studying key maps and diagrams. This
would have made the text easier to absorb and navigate
around (printing out short passages is rather tricky, and
only slightly grainy versions of the images can be saved to
your computer), while avoiding VAT on such items.
Hopefully, in due course, this series will be completed with
Wales and South-West England, by which time, the first
two will need second, completely revised editions to keep
up with the pace of such innovative technological change.
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Rockwatch News
In early April Rockwatch had a
superb day with Graham Worton and
his colleagues from the Dudley
Museum. Our day started with a barge
trip on the Dudley Canal. This took us
underneath all the Silurian limestone
rocks that today form the Wren's
Nest National Nature Reserve.

The Rockwatch canal boat

time but especially during the weekend
of 24th/25th September when the
Dudley Rock & Fossil Festival takes
place at the Dudley Concert Hall and
Dudley Museum & Art Gallery, both on
St. James's Road, Dudley DY1 1HF.
There will be many activities for families including Rockwatch hands-on
activities during the weekend. Do come
and join us.
A weekend visit to Mid-Wales with
John Davies and Steve Howe, looking
for trilobites and graptolites was spectacular, especially with a huge group of
almost 50 members. And, even the
weather was kind for once! We visited
two sites each day, focusing on graptolites the first day and trilobites on the
second. That it was dry and sunny
enabled the children to see the graptolites more easily and they found
huge numbers, much to everyone's
delight and surprise. John did a ster-

Children and parents were amazed to
see these ancient limestone rocks from
underneath and many spotted fossils
as the boat moved through the canal
system. Some of the children helped
to leg the boat through the tunnels
and found it surprisingly hard work!

fossils found at two separate points on
the site. We are in the process of
looking at the results as this goes to
press.
In what is fast becoming an annual
trip, the visit to Coln Gravel Quarry in
the Cotswolds, led by Neville
Hollingworth, was a great success, with

The Rockwatch logo fossil at Coln Gravel

yet again, a huge group of excited
youngsters and their parents. From the
Jurassic sediments, a number of
ammonite species were found, including
Kosmosceras, the Rockwatch logo,
which pleased all of us. Other Jurassic
fossils found included a crocodile ver-

John Davies briefing in the Triolobite quarry

ling job of putting the complex geology
of the area into a much simplified form
to help the group understand some of
its early Earth history. A discussion of
depositional environments at the trilobite quarries helped everyone to
understand why species and numbers
Legging it through the tunnel at Wren’s Nest

After the boat trip we drove round to
the Wren's Nest National Nature
Reserve to view the rocks above
ground and see the stunning ripple
beds of this ancient sea floor now
exposed. Here Graham explained the
concept of geological time which
caused much laughter and, maybe,
some understanding! We had a picnic
lunch whilst searching for fossils and
everyone was pleased with their finds.
In the early afternoon, Graham very
kindly arranged for the group to have a
private visit to the Dudley Museum
where he is the Geological Curator.
This was a great treat and everyone
was thrilled at the wonderful collection
of fossils from the local area which
they saw in the Museum. This prompted many to vow to make a return visit.
And they can, of course, do this at any
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Philip’s mammoth tooth from Coln Gravel

tebra, corals, belemnites, bivalves and
some beautiful calcite crystals, but the
find of the day must have been from
the Quaternary Gravels, a mammoth
tooth complete with roots - which
made one young Rockwatcher a very
happy boy! Added values to this trip,
depending on your preferences, were a
Newfoundland Dog event and a bird's
eye view of the Fairford Air Display,
which after a rain delayed start, did
add a certain "wow" factor during the

Kane’s graptolite

might vary from site to site and
encouraged healthy competition to find
specimens where few had been thought
to exist! I don't think any complete
trilobites were found, but many significant bits gave much pleasure to the
finders. At the afternoon site, John
devised a little competition, setting up
two groups to identify and count the

Safety briefing at Coln Gravel
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day!
Our 9th Annual Dorset residential
field trip has just finished and it was a
great success. Once again we stayed at
the wonderful Leeson House Field
Studies Centre with its superb facilities and which everyone who goes
there thinks is marvellous. Our theme
this year was "Practical Geology for
everyday use". We explored the field
evidence along this magnificent World
Heritage Coast and from that tried to
work out what the depositional environments were like during the Jurassic
period. Then, using our knowledge of
the underlying geology, we thought

sum crystals. Later, a walk around part
of the Fleet enabled everyone to
explore a little of the Corallian and the
Oxford and Kimmeridge Clays and
yielded some very nice fossils including
small echinoids and one or two wonderful Rhynchonellids such as
Torquirhynchia inconstans.
Our second day, we explored rocks,
soils and plants and some regional
geology on a wonderful walk along the
Chalk ridge just north of Corfe Castle
down through the succession of Gault
and Greensand, Wealden sands and
clays, Purbeck and Portland limestones
to the Kimmeridge Clay and right into
Kimmeridge Bay, culminating with ice
creams and fossil collecting on the
beach and, for the more hardy souls,
swimming in a very calm sea. In the
evening we had a lab session, analysing

recent landslip near Eype and try to
work out what had happened and what
might have caused the landslip. There
was quite a jumble of clays and limstones and we spent some time looking
for fossils, but few were found there.
Further along the beach were scattered blocks of Forest Marble which
was reasonably fossiliferous and this,
along with another limestone seen earlier on the field trip, the Corallian,
were both used as building stones, giving the area a local geological distinctiveness.
The children organised a quiz for the
last evening which they also hosted
and the questions challenged our memories of the week's activities. I'm
relieved to say that all were answered
correctly and the two teams drew in
the final moments of the quiz!
On the last morning we were at the
outdoor centre at Carey, near
Wareham, where our balancing skills
were seriously challenged on the low
ropes. But, thanks to Maggie's help,
and our Rockwatch teambuilding capa-

Briefing at Crook Hill quarry

about how this influences the present
day surface environment. We were
able to make deductions about the
subsurface based on plants and soils
that we found and which are dependent on the nature of the underlying
geology. And finally, we considered
some of the economic benefits from
this area in particular that its geology
and thus its associated natural
resources give us.
We visited Crook Quarry in

Sasha’s Torquirhynchia inconstans.

Weymouth, a former clay pit, with its
highly organic Oxford Clay which was
used for brick making. There just happened to be a few fossils which the
children collected including squashed
ammonites, bivalves, a number of septarian nodules with hidden secrets ripe
for discovery and some wonderful gyp-

Leeson classroom

the soils we'd collected during the
walk. Although we were not investigating the Kimmeridge Clay specifically on
this trip, we did discuss its oil potential and pointed out the nodding donkey up on the cliff above the bay
which some of the children had seen
on earlier visits, but which for others
was a new experience.
Our final day was a visit to Chesil
Beach. We had a long walk east along
the cliff path then a scramble along
the boulders to count the Titanites
ammonites in the fallen blocks of
Portland limestone to help the Jurassic
Coast team's conservation work, which
was great fun. We also observed the
plant life along the coast path and
noted the rock sequences in the cliffs
above us! A short walk on Chesil Beach
prompted considerable discussion on
the provenance of the pebbles, and
many of the group were amazed to
learn how far some of the pebbles had
been transported. At a further stop on
the beach near Abbotsbury, we saw
immediately that the pebbles here
were much reduced in size compared
to those near Portland and tried to
work out just why that should be. The
last stop of the day was to explore the
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Watch out for sharks!

bilities, no one was lost to the shark
infested waters we had to cross!
This was yet another splendid week,
thanks to Alan Holiday, Barry
Cullimore, Adam Reed, Sam Scriven
and Simon Purvis, who were all amazingly patient and helpful and made each
day interesting, exciting and fun.
Sadly, Richard Edmonds, Earth Science
Manager of the Jurassic Coast Team
was ill and was therefore unable to be
with us. We wish him a speedy recovery and look forward to his being with
us on our 10th anniversary visit next
year!
It really is thanks to the generosity
of our sponsors and our many helpers
who make such a range of activities
possible and to whom we are most
grateful.

Susan Brown
Chairman
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